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Modes of online classroom transaction during 
pandemic

Telecasting live Classes through local television channel 

During the initial phases of pandemic, Education department started the 
following initiatives

Teachers were invited to the local cable studio for classes 9-12 and 
were asked to record classes for mathematics and Science. The 
content was then telecast through local cable and through various 
social media platforms on Facebook like Sikkim Chronicle and Hamro 
Vaarta. 
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Modes of online classroom transaction during 
pandemic

Broadcasting through All India Radio

Teachers teaching from class 6-8 were asked to give live lessons from 
the studio of All India Radio, Gangtok. The subjects covered were from 
Social Science, Science, English and mathematics





AIR audio Link for classes 6-8
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Modes of online classroom transaction during 
pandemic

Broadcasting through All India Radio

SCERT had introduced new books from classes 1-5 for EVS, Math and 
English. The teachers were not trained on using the new textbook as 
pandemic happened and hence the textbook writers from SCERT, DIET 
and Schools were again invited to AIR, Gangtok from where we had 
live interaction with teachers from all over the state on difficulties 
faced in transacting the lessons. 







AIR audio Link on new textbook for classes 1-5
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Modes of online classroom transaction during 
pandemic

Sikkim Edutech App

Education department developed a in house learning management 
system (LMS) called Sikkim Edutech. Lessons and videos created by 
teachers were vetted by faculty of SCERT and uploaded on the App. 
Students were asked to download the application and using their class 
and mobile number, they were able to access class specific contents. 



Different initiatives taken by Education Department

Sikkim Edutech App



Modes of online classroom transaction during 
pandemic

Survey on use of ICT platforms by students

SCERT conducted a survey to find out the usage of various ICT 
platforms by the students and teachers to understand what they used 
most. 



What was the reach and penetration of the 
Departmental initiatives?

SCERT did a survey on 228 schools to find out the reach of all the initiatives 

been taken by teachers and students 

District PS JHS SS SSS Total

North 24 7 7 5 43

West 35 13 12 16 76

South 21 15 8 8 52

East 16 17 11 13 57

Total 95 52 38 42 228







Results of Survey

Survey found that WhatsApp had been the most used and comfortable 

application used by the students as well as teachers. Looking at the 

survey result education department started online chatbot in 

WhatsApp with the help of Convegenious.

Faculty from SCERT and DIET again developed assessment metadata 

keeping the learning outcome in mind and prepared weekly questions 

to be sent to individual children across the State.  













Survey on household devices for online classes

SCERT conducted another survey to find out availability of online 
devices in every household of the state from class 1-12.
The sample survey question and the links on jot form are displayed on 
the next slide. 









Distribution of Smart television and laptops

As part of PM- Evidya, Laptops and smart television with video content 
were given to all the children from class 9 and above from the hands 
of Hon’ble Governor and  Hon’ble Chief Minister of Sikkim. 



Distribution of Smart television and laptops to students



Tablet distribution

Education department in collaboration of 17000 ft foundation, 
distributed content loaded tablets to schools and students of remote 
areas where there was network and electric power issues. As a pilot 
around students of 10 schools from remote Mangan and Pakyong 
district schools were given tablets.





DIKSHA

Apart from all the above initiatives the textbooks of classes 1-5 were 
also energized with QR codes and state specific contextualized 
contents were created and linked with QR codes. 
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